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3) A ( ))ךis the "signature" of any source at the direc
tion 1'
4) n,, is an independent noise atזecting the i-th sen
sסr
In the above model the crucial ass umption is that
signals coming from a certain direction have a specific
"signature" in the received signal and that the sensors
simply add the signatures סf the existing sources with
the corresponding weights. The parametrized set of sig
nature vectors, !A(1')j1't8• where 8 is the parameter set usually [0,2 ]ח- is appropriately called the "array mani
fold" since it characterizes the directional praperties of
the sensor array. It is usually assumed that it has the
following property: for any set of parameters � with less
than N elements, the array manifo\d vectors are linearly
independent. This assumption is trivially satisfied by·
linear sensor arrays for which the array manifold bas
Vandermonde-type columns, see [3]. From eq. (1) which
is rewritten mסre compactly as

ABSTRACT
MUSIC is an algorithm developed by R. Schmidt for mul
titarget direction-findi.ng from data gathered by a pas
sive sensor array. This short note indicates how the
setup of multitarget detection may be used in devising a
methסd to distribute a secret among N trustees so that
it can be recovered if and only if more than K of them
agree to cooperate.

1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of designing so called "K-out-of-N
secret sharing systems" has been addressed by several
researchers, see for example [1]. Such a system may be
useful in many cases in which a crucial decision (like
opening a safe, signing an important contract or launch
ine: an all-out nuclear attack} is to be made by at least
K+l out סf N authorized persons. A problem that preoc
cupies the signal process�ng community for quite a while
already is the design of multitarget detection and track
ing algסrithms that efficiently use data from an array סf
sensסrs. In this framewסrk, Ralph Schmidt [2], developed
a method סf mulliple direction ftnding, based  חסa plausi
ble model for the received signals and exploiting the
resulting data covariance eigenstructure. His mcthod
however fails when more sources than sensors are
present. It is precisely this failure that we transform into
the success of our new secret sharing system.
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it is readily seen that the covariance of r (t) is given by
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where S is the covariance of the sources and N the noise
second-order statistics. The nסise is usually assumed
spatially and temporally uncסrrelated with a known
intensity, i.e. N = af. The Mt'SIC algorithm [2],[3]
exi;.loits the above structure סf the received stgnals'
covariance. It is obvious that if K <N and S is positive
definite, then the matrix R-al will have rank K and
therefore it has a nullspace NS of dimension N-K. It is
also clear that all columns of A[�i li = 1,2,: .. K] will be
orthogסnal to this nullspace, and thus we have tbe follow
ing way to determine the directiסns:

2. DIREC110N FדNDING 111TII JIUSIC
The model assumed for the signals received by the N
sensors is the following
r ( וt)
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For all �tS compute the sum of the inner products
between A (�) and a basis of NS. for example the
N-K eigenvectors Ej corresponding to the zero
eigenvalue of R-al of multiplicity N-K:
N-K
(3)
D(1') = I; A(1')'E;

wbere
1) ri: (t) is the signal received at the i-th sensסr
2) sj(t) is the signal generated by the j-th source

j ::a:ן

The K points at which D(tJ) is "almost" zero are the
directions of the sources.
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The "almost" in the previous sentence is there because,
of course we cannot determine R exactly from the
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Some furt.her thought about the above procedure
reveals that wtוat we have in fact done is to distribute
information on t h e matrix R -r:וf among N p ersons in
such a way that whe n any group meets they know the
c orre sp onding submatrix c ompletely, without being able
to recover any other elements of it. We can, h owever,
devise a completely determinis tic scheme tbat ac hieves
the same thing : just give the i -th p erson the second half
of the bits סf r1; for j <i , the full num ber of bits of rii and
the first h alf of the bits of r,; for j >i . This metbod
clearly meets the object.ive, and there are probably
many others.
AB befor e , concerning the security of this secret
sharing scheme we can say the following: when more
than K pe rsons c ooperate they c an fully rec over the
param e t ers � ,: , whereas c o operation am ong K or less of
them leave s c omplete uncertainity about the se cret,
since accord ing to (4) any assumed set of p aram eters
provides a val id expla nation of the data. From the point
סf view of number סf degrees of fre edom it is clear that
in ASA • we have chosen K + K(K + 1 ) / 2 parameters, and
in ord er to be able to rec over all of them we need a sub
matrix סf R - al with dimension of at le ast K + 1 , provid
ing ( K + 1 ) (K + 2)/ 2 ; K + K( K+ l ) / 2 + 1 independent
parameters.

3. K-OUT-OF-N SECRET SHARING
Suppose we wish to hide a secret that consists סf say
a bin ary string סf length mK. First we divide the
sequen ce in K sub sequences and add to the beginning of
each a code of length say q dete rrnining its order among
the subseque nces.
Co nsider the result.ing K subsequences as the m ost
significant bits of K numbers �i I i =  ו.2 . ... .K between zero
and one and decide  חסa p arametrized " coding ma.ni
fold" A(�) סf dimension N l רaving all the prop erties of an
arra}' m anifold. For example, we may simply choose
A (1') " ; ( 1 1' 1' 2 . . ,i N ].
Now g ene rate a sequence of i.i. d. G aussian random
vectors s of dimension K ac cording to some randomly
chosen c ovarianc e structur e S, and perhaps also a Gaus
sian noise sequence n, and produce N s equences of
numbers c סrrespon ding to the entries סf the rece ived
vectors r in ( 1 ) . Distributing those sequen ces among N
people will h ave the effect of divi.ding the secret among
them in s u c h a way that it is im perative for more than K
of thc m to c ooperate in order to recover it.
l n deed, if K + 1 or more truste e s decide to obtain tbe
secret then they c an use the MUSIC alg orithm to direct a
search  חסthe (properl}' quantized) parameter space.
Sin ce סnly an app roximation of the s e c ond or der statis
tics R can be o btaine d, the para meters � will be recov
erable only up t סa certain accuracy. However we can
make the data sequences l ong enoug h s סthat their first
m + q bits will not be affec ted and then the dec oding will
be cסmpie tely successful. If however only K of them
de cide to c ooperate they have absolutely no way of
determining the se cret since any assumed set of values
for the hidden p aram eters is equally valid in explaining
the second order structure of the data.
Th is is obviסus since in the case סf N = K we may
choose a.n arbitrary set of parameters ךז, I i=l. 2 , ... ,K and
those will provide the following e stimate סf S :
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r, sequence they g ot.

observations. We assume however that we gatbered
enough re c eived data ve ctors while the sourc es were sta
tionary (both not moving in sp ace and producing a sta
tistically stationary signal) s סthat we can obtain good
approximations of the true R.
Note also that the MUSIC procedure fails when
K = N since no search-e nabling nullspace is available. All
matrices involved have full rank, and that ' s all that can
be sa.id. Direc tion finders are in this c as e totally con
fu se d as all hope for the determinatiסn of the s ource
loca.tions is lost. Tbis hסwever is quite wond erful for
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/

4. CONCLUDING RE.MARKS
We pre sented a new system סf sharing a secret
among N trustees s  סthat it is required that more than
K of them wish to c ooperate in order to g a.in a. c c e ss to it.
The melhod exploits the fai lure סf direction finding alg o
rithms to resolve the directions of radiating sסurc e s
when th e ir number exc e e ds l he number of available sen
sors. We did not address here the issue of a n informa
tion theore tic proof for the se c urity of the system since
we have an argu ment s h owing that with a submatrix סf
di.m ension KxK or less all p ossible m essages can ade
quately explain the data .
We note that this n ew secre t s haring system clearly
has a finite field c o un terpart, however we did not pursue
this poin t. Jt is also worth pointing out that the new
method differs significantly from previous appro aches.
see [ 1 ] and [4). The solution to the se cret sharing prob
lem discussed by Karnin, Greene and H ellman forms a
vector in which the secret is embedded and then multi
plies it by a matrix that has som e "array manifold" pro
perties. Our system uses a c omplementary approach, in
which the secret is embedded in the array manifold
matrix i nstead. It would pe rhaps be worthwhile to
further analyze those tw o m ethods comparatively.

(4)
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Thus the estimate for the second order statis tics of the
coding noises that would c orrespon d to any assumed
sec re t is a valid positive definite covariance matrix. But,
by assumption, the people sharing the secret have חo
information on the true S, apart from the fact that it is
positive definite. Hence, from the data available K (or
le ss) conspirators will not be able to de termine the
sec re t.
Note that in the above development we assumed
that for any consistent choic e of say J elements סf the
A (�) vec tors we obtain a valid sub-array manifold
!A )�( ןf..,.,e and, aeain, Vandermonde-type vectors will do.
Also tbe trustees need to know what was their ordering
when receiving the data strings, i. e . to know which of the
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